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DAILY PROGRAMS: 

CURRENTCAST 

CurrentCast is a media outreach program that highlights the importance of water stewardship in the Great Lakes and 

surrounding watersheds. The centerpiece of the initiative is a daily (M-F), syndicated 60-second audio program that is science-

based and fact-checked for accuracy by an independent scientific review board, providing a credible, balanced look at current 

issues and research being done in this field. CurrentCast is produced by ChavoBart Digital Media and is a project of the Center 

for Transformative Action in Ithaca, NY. 

DATES TIMES ISSUE TOPIC 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:60 Water 

Stewardship 

Water issues affect everyone in the Great Lakes and surrounding watersheds, 

including environmentalists, outdoor enthusiasts, boaters, beach-goers, clean water 

activists, swimmers, fishermen, etc.  Individual topics vary each workday, but 

remain centrally focused and serve to connect listeners to important news and 

solutions pertaining to this vital issue. 

 

WEEKLY PROGRAMS: 

THE MEDIA PROJECT 

The Media Project is an inside look at media coverage of current events with discussion and assessment provided by a mix of 

established broadcasters and educators. The media plays a significant role in creating and shaping public opinion and 

evaluating media performance is critically important in an era in which media practices have come under increasing scrutiny.   

DATE TIME SHOW # TOPIC 

4/7/2019 25:00 1453 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Former Times Union Associate Editor Mike 

Spain, Cailin Brown, Chair of the Department of Communication at the College of 

St. Rose, and Judy Patrick, Former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President 

for Editorial Development for the New York Press Association. On this week’s 

Media Project Alan, Judy, Cailin and Mike talk about how the media handled the 

coverage of the Mueller Report summary released by Attorney General Barr, how 

the Federal Government uses sensitive material and grand jury testimony to justify 

keeping information from the press and public, what happened to a proposal in New 

York which would have made secret arrests possible, and much more. 

4/14/2019 25:00 1454 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, 

Former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for 

the New York Press Association and Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld. 

On this week’s Media Project Alan, Rex, Judy and Ira talk about the National 

Enquirer now up for sale, journalists playing catch up, The Times Union starts 

underwriting specific stories, and much more. 

4/21/2019 25:00 1455 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, 

Former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for 

the New York Press Association and Barbara Lombardo, Journalism Professor at the 

University at Albany and former Executive Editor of The Saratogian and The (Troy) 

Record. On this week’s Media Project Alan, Judy, Rex, and Barbara talk about the 

2019 Pulitzer Prizes, whether advertisers or underwriters have ever pressured media, 

a listener letter about NPR and Noom, and more. 

4/28/2019 25:00 1456 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Associate Editor Mike 

Spain, Cailin Brown, Chair of the Department of Communication at the College of 



St. Rose, and Barbara Lombardo, Journalism Professor at the University at Albany 

and former Executive Editor of The Saratogian and The (Troy) Record. On this 

week’s Media Project Alan, Cailin, Mike, and Barbara talk about Governor Cuomo 

criticizes the New York Times, whether Sarah Huckabee Sanders is qualified to be 

the White House spokesperson, and how the media will cover Joe Biden’s campaign 

for President. 

5/5/2019 25:00 1457 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Cailin Brown, 

Chair of the Department of Communication at the College of St. Rose, and Daily 

Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld. On this week’s Media Project Alan, Rex, 

Cailin and Ira talk about the Washington Post documenting 10,000 lies by President 

Trump, whether newspapers should pay more attention to climate change, student 

press freedom, and much more. 

5/12/2019 25:00 1458 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, 

Former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for 

the New York Press Association, and Barbara Lombardo, Journalism Professor at the 

University at Albany. On this week’s Media Project Alan, Rex, Judy and Barbara 

talk about who’s covering the White House, who’s sitting in the CBS Anchor chair, 

how journalists deal with bias, how much coverage to give President Trump on the 

campaign trail, and more. 

5/19/2019 25:00 1459 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, 

Former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for 

the New York Press Association, and Barbara Lombardo, Journalism Professor at the 

University at Albany. On this week’s Media Project Alan, Rex, Judy and Barbara 

talk about whether the Democrats should go on Fox, a new study that shows 

journalism has become more subjective, listener letters, and more. 

5/26/2019 25:00 1460 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Judy Patrick, Former Editor of the Daily 

Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for the New York Press 

Association, Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld, and Cailin Brown, Chair 

of the Department of Communication at the College of St. Rose. On this week’s 

Media Project Alan, Judy, Ira and Cailin talk about the death of local newspapers, 

coverage of climate change, and politicians turned commentators, and much more. 

6/2/2019 25:00 1461 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, 

Former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for 

the New York Press Association, and Cailin Brown, Chair of the Department of 

Communication at the College of St. Rose. On this week’s Media Project Alan, Judy, 

Rex and Cailin talk about deceptively edited videos, reporting that has gotten 

extremely personal for a Times journalist, covering religion, and much more. 

6/9/2019 25:00 1462 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, 

Former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for 

the New York Press Association and Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld. 

On this week’s Media Project Alan, Judy, Rex and Ira talk about areas orphaned the 

news, newspapers diversifying their revenue streams, whether the Washington Post 

is a liberal newspaper, and much more. 

6/16/2019 25:00 1463 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, 

Former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for 

the New York Press Association, and Cailin Brown, Chair of the Department of 

Communication at the College of St. Rose. On this week’s Media Project Alan, Judy, 

Rex and Cailin talk about the controversy between the New York Times and CNN, 

how to keep local news alive, and the weatherman fired for criticizing his TV 

stations sensational weather warnings. 

6/23/2019 25:00 1464 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Judy Patrick, Former Editor of the Daily 

Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for the New York Press 

Association, Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld, and Cailin Brown, Chair 

of the Department of Communication at the College of St. Rose. On this week’s 

Media Project Alan, Judy, Ira and Cailin talk about the New York Times pushing 

back against President Trump’s attacks on the media, trust in Journalism, paywalls, 

and much more. 

6/30/2019 25:00 1465 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, 

Former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for 

the New York Press Association, and Rosemary Armao, Editor and Investigative 



Journalist and former Chair of the Journalism program at the University at Albany. 

On this week’s Media Project Alan, Judy, Rex and Rosemary talk about whether 

robots will end up doing the job of journalists, the power of a single photograph, 

media companies scrambling after judge rules they are liable for Facebook 

comments. 

 

THE BEST OF OUR KNOWLEDGE 

Every day, faculty members at schools and universities throughout the world are making discoveries that shape our ways of 

thinking and redefine our understanding of today’s knowledge-driven society. The Best of Our Knowledge highlights 

breakthroughs across disciplines and across the globe, putting you in touch with the men and women at the forefront of their 

fields. Each week this program examines some of the issues unique to college campuses, looks at the latest research, and 

invites commentary from experts and administrators from all levels of education. 

DATE TIME SHOW # TOPIC 

4/7/2019 25:00 1489 When it comes to teaching young people about race relations and racism, children of 

color get the talk at a much younger age. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we 

discuss the need for educating all children, of all races, about the way we interact in a 

diverse society. We also spend an Academic Minute with historic artwork depicting 

African American farmers. 

4/14/2019 25:00 1490 Is academic freedom under attack in American colleges and universities?  

Next time on the Best of Our Knowledge, we talk about academic freedom and how 

it’s not the same as freedom of speech. We also hear about a student economic tour 

of Asia and spend an Academic Minute bemoaning the pay gap between men and 

women. 

4/21/2019 25:00 1491 Early this year, Jordan Taylor Hill traveled to Senegal and Guinea to expand his 

musical training. It wasn’t the first time his passion for drumming took him to West 

Africa. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we hear his story. We also hear about 

a foreign student trying to navigate dating in the US and spend an Academic Minute 

searching for long lost languages. 

4/28/2019 25:00 1492 The longest and most expensive trial in the history of the state of Georgia had 

nothing to do with robbery, rape or murder. It involved teachers, erasers and a whole 

lot of history. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we talk to one of the teachers 

convicted in the scandal. Follow Shani's appeal at teacher on trial dot com. We also 

spend an Academic Minute becoming political consumers. 

5/5/2019 25:00 1493 Teachers around the world looking for new ways to reach more students have found 

one…right on their laptops. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we hear how a 

Florida university is planning to use SKYPE in the Classroom. We also learn some 

history about Notre Dame Cathedral, and spend an Academic Minute running out of 

scientists. 

5/12/2019 25:00 1494 Dementia can take a life of learning and memories and toss them away forever. 

Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we talk about dementia with the Alzheimer’s 

Association and a physician who became a caregiver. We also spend an Academic 

Minute with the science of learning. 

5/19/2019 25:00 1495 After decades of visiting and evaluating schools across the country, one education 

researcher has some ideas. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we talk about 

preparing yesterday’s schools for tomorrow’s students. We also get into the debate 

over school start times, and spend an Academic Minute getting some tech into the 

classroom. 

5/26/2019 25:00 1496 One of the president’s most controversial appointments to his cabinet has become 

one of his longest tenured. Next time on the Best of Our Knowledge, Education 

Secretary Betsy DeVos speaks. We also spend an Academic Minute making a 

decision.  

6/2/2019 25:00 1497 I think we can agree that working for social change takes passion, and Bettina Love 

has that and more. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we talk to Dr. Love about 

abolitionist teaching, both in and out of the classroom. We also open up a time 

capsule and spend an Academic Minute with women in politics. 

6/9/2019 25:00 1498 We hear a lot about young people achieving early success. But is that putting 

pressure on all the non-prodigies out there. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we 



talk about students who are late bloomers. We also find some free meals for kids in 

summer and spend an Academic Minute looking for affordable child care. 

6/16/2019 25:00 1499 The SAT will soon feature a new score, your adversity index. Today on the Best of 

Our Knowledge, we talk about what this means for college admissions. We also 

learn about school based health centers, talk to some robots with vision and spend an 

Academic Minute preventing someone from hacking into your DNA. 

6/23/2019 25:00 1500 For those of you keeping score at home, we’re celebrating a little anniversary today. 

This is the 1500th edition of The Best of Our Knowledge. That's over 28 years of 

TBOOK fun! To celebrate, we’re looking back in our archives, and up to the sky. 

Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we talk with Dr. Paul Sutter about cosmic 

voids, a whole lot of nothing in space. We also spend an Academic Minute exploring 

hundreds of small planets. 

6/30/2019 25:00 1501 The longtime president of a northern New York university is calling it quits and 

looking back on the changes he’s worked through. Today on the Best of Our 

Knowledge, an exit interview from SUNY Plattsburgh. 

 

LIVE PROGRAMMING 

EDINBORO ATHLETICS 

Edinboro offers 19 official sports teams with student participants arriving from locations around the world. As a service to 

alumni, family members, the community at large and other interested parties, many sporting events are broadcasted live 

throughout the academic year.  

DATES TIME TYPE 

4/1/2019 

through 

5/2/2019 

Variable 

from 

90:00 to 

240:00 

All football and men’s and women’s basketball games are covered live. Other sports, including 

wrestling, lacrosse, soccer, softball and volleyball, are presented on-air when possible. Audio from 

covered games are also streamed online at edinboronow.com. 

 

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

CAMPUS/COMMUNITY ISSUES 

While most students go to college to learn, they often discover that their academic work is substantially different than what 

they did in high school. They are expected to spend more time studying and a higher level of thinking is demanded. However, 

the college years are also about other kinds of learning, much of which happens outside of the classroom. Many worry that 

getting involved in activities or organizations on campus will distract them from their academic pursuits rather than enhance 

their academics. In reality, it is often quite the opposite and getting involved in campus organizations and activities can provide 

several benefits. It can make college fun and give students opportunities to meet all kinds of new people, expand their horizons 

and build their resumes in the process. Students may discover new interests, leadership skills, or find ways to make a difference 

on campus or in the community. 

DATES TIMES ISSUE TOPIC 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Encouraging 

Involvement 

in Campus 

Organizations 

and Activities 

Announcements promoting various campus clubs and organizations rotate 

throughout the day to encourage and inform students of opportunities for 

involvement during their college years. Current spots on-air highlight the 

University Programming Board (UPB), Study Abroad Educational Opportunities, 

Student Government Association (SGA), Public Relations Student Society of 

America (PRSSA), Professional Clubs & Organizations, the Honors Program, 

Campus Media, Outdoor Recreational Experience (CORE), Club Sports, Boro 

Sync, the Academic Success Center, Art Galleries, Applied Communicators of 

Edinboro (ACE), Charity groups on campus, Athletic teams on campus, and the 

Center for Branding and Strategic Communication, part of the NWPA Innovation 

Beehive Network, a collaborative initiative between Edinboro, Penn State 

Behrend, Gannon University and Mercyhurst University that focuses on 

facilitating new business development in Northwest Pennsylvania.   



 

NATIONAL ISSUES/ORGANIZATIONS 

DATES TIMES ISSUE TOPIC 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

811 Safety Tips These Pipeline Operators for Ag Safety (POAS) announcements are intended to 

protect those who farm and ranch near underground utilities and pipelines by 

promoting calling 811, a free service. The campaign reminds listeners to never 

assume the location and depth of underground lines and always call 8-1-1 or visit 

clickbeforeyoudig.com before starting work. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Acetaminophen 

Safety 

The FDA Acetaminophen announcements are part of an FDA campaign designed 

to promote consumer awareness about the safe use of acetaminophen which is 

used in hundreds of OTC and prescription medications. More information on the 

campaign is available at www.FDA.gov/OTCpaininfo. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Adoption from 

Foster Care 

There are 123,000 children in the US foster care system awaiting adoption, but 

15-to -18-year-olds represented only 5% of all children adopted in 2017. This 

campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have 

lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted than younger children. 

The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty 

of heartwarming “firsts” to share with a teen. Recruit loving families for teens by 

reassuring prospective parents that even if they are not “perfect,” they can 

provide the support and commitment that teens in foster care need and deserve. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Animal Care American Humane is committed to ensuring the safety, welfare and well-being of 

animals. For more than a hundred years American Humane has been first in 

promoting the welfare and safety of animals and strengthening the bond between 

animals and people. They are first to serve, wherever animals are in need of 

rescue, shelter, protection or security. Through their innovative leadership 

initiatives – from the “No Animals Were Harmed®” program in Hollywood to 

broad-based farm and conservation animal welfare certifications, to rapid 

response rescue and care across the country – American Humane sets the gold 

standard as the most visionary and effective animal welfare organization in the 

nation. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Asthma 

Triggers and 

Treatment 

EPA's coordinated approach on asthma promotes scientific understanding of 

environmental asthma triggers and ways to manage asthma in community 

settings through research, education and outreach. With federal, state and local 

partners, they are building the nation's capacity to control asthma and manage 

exposure to indoor and outdoor pollutants linked to asthma. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Autism 

Awareness 

Autism is one of the fastest-growing serious developmental disorders in the 

United States, doubling in prevalence in just one decade. For children with 

autism, everyday things can be upsetting, such as a change in routine, direct eye 

contact with others, loud noises or bright light. Told from the perspective of a 

child, new PSAs take audiences through an imaginative world to illustrate the 

signs of autism, and encourage parents to learn all of the signs at 

AutismSpeaks.org/signs. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Benefits of 

Generic Brand 

Medication 

This campaign from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is meant to 

reduce consumer concerns that generic drugs are less effective than their brand-

name counterparts, assure them of the rigor of FDA review, and encourage them 

to talk with their healthcare provider if they have any questions or concerns. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Benefits of 

Participation in 

High School 

Athletics and 

Performing 

Arts Activities 

The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) and the 

PIAA champion interscholastic sports and performing arts activities because they 

promote citizenship and sportsmanship in the 11 million students who participate 

nationwide. Activity programs instill a sense of pride in school and community, 

teach lifelong lessons and skills of teamwork and self-discipline and facilitate the 

physical and emotional development of the nation’s youth. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Breast Cancer 

Risk Reduction 

Black women in America are dying of breast cancer at unacceptable rates – about 

40% higher than white women. Black women are more likely to be diagnosed 

younger and also more likely to be diagnosed at later stages with more aggressive 

forms of the disease. The Ad Council is working with Susan G. Komen® to 

educate and inspire black women to understand their risk and engage with 

information and tools that can ultimately promote early detection. Drawing on 



the audience insight of sisterhood, the campaign, “Know Your Girls™,” 

empowers each woman to treat her breasts with the same love and attentiveness 

she does her closest girlfriends. The PSAs drive to KnowYourGirls.org, where 

women can access information and tools to help them learn their breast cancer 

risk and family health history, and have an informed conversation with their 

doctor. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Buzzed 

Driving 

Prevention 

According to National Highway Traffic Safety Administration data, in 2017 there 

were over 10,000 people killed in alcohol-impaired driving accidents. That’s 

about 1 person every 48 minutes. The Buzzed Driving Prevention campaign aims 

to inspire recognition of the many familiar warning signs indicating impairment, 

including oversharing, taking too many selfies, or even over-texting. The PSAs, 

directed towards men ages 21 and 35, inspire young men to examine their 

behavior and take responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel 

after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you see a buzzed warning sign, 

you should stop and call a cab, car or friend. Buzzed Driving is Drunk Driving. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Cancer 

Research and 

Treatment 

Stand Up To Cancer (SU2C) funds and develops the newest and most promising 

cancer treatments to help patients today. SU2C dramatically accelerates the rate 

of new discoveries by connecting top scientists in unprecedented collaborations 

to create breakthroughs. SU2C innovations lead to better cancer prevention, 

diagnosis, and treatment, which means that we can help save lives now. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Caregiver 

Assistance 

Family support is critical to the care needed for older adults as they age, but often 

comes at substantial costs to those providing the care and to their families. 

According to the "Caregiving in the U.S." report, in 2009, there were roughly 40 

million caregivers in the U.S., providing an estimated $450 billion worth of 

unpaid care to aging relatives and friends. A popular misconception is that 

caregivers are paid medical professionals, when in reality, most caregivers are 

family members or friends who are also working and managing their own 

families at the same time. For many, the caregiving role starts with simple things 

like scheduling a doctor's visit, but gradually expands until it becomes a major 

commitment in their lives. In recognition of the essential role caregivers play, the 

PSAs depict the circle of life and how roles change often without us even 

noticing. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Child Car 

Safety 

Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13. PSAs 

show parents how their love for their children extends to car safety. This means 

knowing the right seat for their child’s age and size - from rear-facing car seats, 

forward-facing car seats, boosters, all the way to seat belts - and ensuring that 

kids are correctly buckled for every ride. Make sure your child is in 

#TheRightSeat at: NHTSA.gov/TheRightSeat 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Child 

Protection and 

Care 

Save the Children believes every child deserves a future. In the United States and 

around the world, they give children a healthy start in life, the opportunity to 

learn and protection from harm. They do whatever it takes for children – every 

day and in times of crisis – transforming their lives and the future we share. They 

help children in 120 countries, including the United States, working with Save 

the Children members worldwide. They put children first - giving them what they 

need to grow up happy and healthy. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Childhood 

Cancer 

Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation (ALSF) is a national childhood cancer 

foundation dedicated to raising funds for research into new treatments and cures 

for all children battling cancer. Their mission is to change the lives of children 

with cancer through funding impactful research, raising awareness, supporting 

families, and empowering everyone to help cure childhood cancer. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Colorectal 

Cancer 

Screening 

Colorectal cancer almost always develops from precancerous polyps (abnormal 

growths) in the colon or rectum. Screening tests can find precancerous polyps, so 

that they can be removed before they turn into cancer. Screening tests can also 

find colorectal cancer early, when treatment works best. Regular screening, 

beginning at age 50, is the key to preventing colorectal cancer. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Credit Card 

Debt 

The National Foundation for Credit Counseling® (NFCC®), founded in 1951, is 

the nation’s largest and longest-serving nonprofit financial counseling 

organization. The NFCC’s mission is to promote the national agenda for 

financially responsible behavior, and build capacity for its members to deliver 

the highest-quality financial education and counseling services. You may owe 



money. You may be in over your head. Sometimes it’s the result of medical 

expenses or unemployment. Sometimes it’s poor money management. NFCC 

Certified Credit and Debt Counselors work with you to determine the best 

options for getting relief from the financial pressure you are experiencing. They 

do this by: reviewing your credit report, which is the first step toward stabilizing 

your situation; offering solutions to your current financial problems; advising 

you on how to manage your debt; and developing a personalized plan to help you 

prevent future difficulties. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Crime 

Prevention 

The National Crime Prevention Council’s mission is to be the nation's leader in 

helping people keep themselves, their families, and their communities safe from 

crime. To achieve this, NCPC produces tools that communities can use to learn 

crime prevention strategies, engage community members, and coordinate with 

local agencies. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Cyber Bullying Cyber bullying. It’s very real and happening every day, everywhere. Think 

because you can’t see someone’s face that they are actually faceless? They 

aren’t. Think before you type and that there are real people behind the screen, 

with real feelings. Join the movement; stop cyber bullying. Be kind online. It’s as 

simple as that. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Discovering 

Nature 

Anytime is a perfect time for families to connect with the outdoors – and each 

other. Spending time in nature gives kids a chance to move, explore and engage 

in unstructured and adventurous play. Kids become fitter and leaner, have lower 

stress levels and develop stronger immune systems. They also become more 

creative, and have greater respect for themselves, other people, and the 

environment. New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that 

trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests 

and parks near them. These announcements highlight the many resources 

connecting families to local trails on DiscovertheForest.org. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Emergency 

Preparedness 

The Ready PSA campaign from Federal Emergency Management Agency 

(FEMA) is designed to prepare American families for an effective response to 

whatever natural or man-made disaster may come next. While the country has 

experienced recent devastating natural disasters, such as earthquakes, wildfires, 

tornados and hurricanes, only 20% of Americans say they feel very prepared for 

a disaster. Yet 64% of Americans say disaster preparation is very important for 

people to do. The Ready campaign’s resources can help close that gap. The PSA 

message—“Don’t Wait. Communicate.”— encourages Americans to talk to their 

loved ones and make a plan that’s shared with all family members. The campaign 

also encourages Americans to be informed and build a kit with essential supplies 

that will last up to 72 hours. PSAs urge every American to visit Ready.gov and 

learn how to make their emergency plan today. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Ending Hunger Families and children across the U.S. are struggling with hunger, and they need 

our help. Nearly 13 million children, that’s 1 in 6 kids, in the U.S. struggle with 

hunger. Kids who don’t get enough to eat begin life at a serious disadvantage. As 

they grow up, these kids are more likely to have health problems and experience 

difficulty in school and in other social situations. Feeding America is the nation’s 

leading domestic hunger-relief charity, providing meals to more kids than any 

other charitable organization in the U.S. New PSAs depict stories of working 

families who struggle with hunger. The assets encourage audiences to help end of 

the story of hunger by visiting FeedingAmerica.org. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Fatherhood 

Involvement 

Fathers play a critical role in their children’s lives and today, 86 percent of dads 

spend more time with their children than their own dads did with them. However, 

7 out of 10 dads recognize they could use help to become even better parents. 

The Ad Council’s Fatherhood Involvement campaign encourages men to “take 

time to be a dad today” by playing an active role in their children’s lives. New 

PSAs feature kids re-telling jokes their dads shared with them, highlighting that 

even the smallest moments fathers spend with their children can have the biggest 

difference in their children’s lives. All PSAs direct audiences to visit 

Fatherhood.gov for parenting tips, fatherhood programs, and other resources.  

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Fraudulent 

Online 

Pharmacies 

FDA BeSafeRx is a national campaign to raise awareness of the dangers of 

buying prescription medicines from fake online pharmacies. This campaign 



provides the resources to help consumers know the risks and find safe online 

pharmacies. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Gun Safety Eight kids are unintentionally injured or killed by a gun left unlocked and loaded 

every day. These incidents are part of Family Fire. Referring to shootings that 

involve improperly stored or misused guns found in homes, Family Fire is a real 

and preventable tragedy that affects millions of families. The Ad Council’s new 

Gun Safety campaign tackles this issue head-on by encouraging people to learn 

more about proper gun safety and responsible ownership. When it comes to guns, 

we can all agree on the importance of preventing kids from having easy access to 

them. These PSAs aim to inspire gun owners to make their homes safer when it 

comes to the storage and handling of their guns by going to EndFamilyFire.org. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

High Blood 

Pressure 

Control 

Nearly half of all American adults have high blood pressure, and an alarming 

number don’t have it under control. Uncontrolled high blood pressure can lead to 

heart failure, heart attack, stroke, vision loss, kidney disease, and even death. 

However, people with high blood pressure can create a treatment plan with their 

doctor that can help reduce their risk for heart attack, stroke, and other related 

health issues. While most people know their blood pressure numbers, many don’t 

follow their high blood pressure treatment plan because they feel fine and don’t 

notice any symptoms. Their numbers are not tangible or urgent. The campaign 

encourages people to talk with their doctor to create or evolve a treatment plan 

and visit LowerYourHBP.org to learn more about high blood pressure. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

High School 

Equivalency 

For more than 34 million American adults without a high school diploma, 

opportunities are limited. Many of them are living in poverty. But it’s not too 

late. Since 2010, FinishYourDiploma.org has connected more than 1 million 

people with free adult education classes to help them earn their high school 

equivalency. These moving PSAs celebrate adult learners and reinforce the idea 

that no one does it alone. Everyone needs a support system of people who care, 

and that starts with you. These announcements help people find the resources 

they need to succeed and connect them to a better tomorrow. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Hurricane 

Relief 

Millions of people have been impacted by the devastating forces of recent 

hurricanes. The need for relief and recovery is great. These announcements direct 

donations to the areas that need help, now and in the future. Hurricane Relief 

PSAs encourage donors to choose where their cash donation will go, local and 

national at SupportHurricaneRelief.org. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Job Training & 

Employment 

Finding employment and building careers helps people earn paychecks and feel 

pride and independence. When people shop at Goodwill®, they help Goodwill 

provide the job training and other support services people need to earn jobs 

locally and care for their families. New PSAs showcase the variety of unique 

finds available at Goodwill stores and celebrate Goodwill shoppers, whose 

purchases help fund job skills training and more in their local communities.  

Goodwill shoppers are local heroes, who care about their communities and want 

to help their neighbors find jobs. This campaign celebrates both their style and 

their commitment to doing good. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

LGBT 

Acceptance 

In 2017, 55% of LGBT people reported being discriminated against due to their 

sexual orientation or gender identity, an increase from 44% in the previous year. 

While most Americans support equal treatment for LGBT people, 80% of the 

public mistakenly believes it’s illegal to fire, evict or refuse service to someone 

because they’re LGBT. The reality is that in 30 states, it’s legal to fire, evict or 

deny service to LGBT people. These new PSAs raise awareness about 

discrimination against LGBT people and promote equal treatment for all 

Americans. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Leukemia & 

Lymphoma 

Prevention and 

Treatment 

The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society (LLS) is the largest voluntary health 

organization dedicated to funding research, finding cures and ensuring access to 

treatments for blood cancer patients. Since 1949 LLS has been on the forefront of 

blood cancer advances such as chemotherapies and stem cell transplantation 

leading the way to the targeted therapies and immunotherapies that are saving 

thousands of lives today. LLS is changing the landscape of cancer with more 

than 300 active research projects that explore different avenues of new and 

adventurous research; ones with promise and ones that will save lives not 

someday, but today. Whenever we talk about cancer, we always use the same 



word. Someday. Someday there will be a cure. Someday we won’t lose the 

people we love. But when is someday? With LLS’s research partnerships and 

collaborations with pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, patients 

support services and advocates working for blood cancer patients everywhere, 

someday is today. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Lung Cancer 

Screening 

Every 3.4 minutes, someone dies from lung cancer— the nation’s #1 cancer 

killer of men and women. Lung cancer screening, a low-dose CT scan, saves 

lives; screening is key to early detection – when more treatment options are 

available and the chances of survival are higher. Approximately 8 million people 

are at risk for lung cancer but if everyone at high risk were screened, more than 

25,000 lives would be saved. The new PSAs from the American Lung 

Association urge former smokers to visit SavedbytheScan.org or speak with their 

doctor about getting screened.  

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Medication 

Safety 

FDA Drug Facts Label PSA is part of an FDA campaign designed to promote 

consumer awareness and use of the drug facts label that appears on medication 

packaging.  More information on the campaign is available at 

www.FDA.gov/DrugFactsLabel. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

National 

Health Registry 

for Research 

The mission of the All of Us Research Program from the National Institutes of 

Health is to accelerate health research and medical breakthroughs, enabling 

individualized prevention, treatment, and care for all of us.   

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Pathways to 

Employment 

The average time a résumé spends on an HR manager’s desk is seven seconds, 

and candidates are often immediately dismissed if they don’t yet possess typical 

professional credentials. However, a traditional résumé isn’t necessarily what it 

takes to be an incredible employee. Currently, an Opportunity Divide exists in 

the United States. There are more than 7 million job vacancies across the country 

yet there are nearly 6 million young people between the ages 16-24 in the U.S. 

who are out of school and work. This campaign encourages hiring managers to 

look beyond the traditional resume and consider alternate talent pipelines of 

Opportunity Youth, a motivated, resilient pool of untapped talent who will be 

unstoppable in their jobs, like they’re unstoppable in life. Hiring managers can 

discover new ways to develop great talent and build a more diverse workforce at 

GradsOfLife.org. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Promoting 

Sunscreen 

Safety 

Not all sunscreens are created equal. The information included in this FDA PSA 

will help consumers decide how to buy and use sunscreen, and allow them to 

more effectively protect themselves and their families from sun damage. For 

more information and resources visit www.fda.gov/sunscreen. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Pulmonary 

Rehabilitation 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is the third-leading disease-

related cause of death in the U.S. — after heart disease and cancer. COPD is the 

most common chronic respiratory disease, with an estimated 16 million 

Americans diagnosed and 14 million more undiagnosed. Pulmonary 

rehabilitation is a proven treatment that reduces the symptoms of COPD and 

other chronic respiratory diseases. Yet the majority of those diagnosed don’t 

know about it – 62 percent, according to the ATS survey. ATS’s PSAs entitled 

“Live Better with Pulmonary Rehab” educate listeners about the symptoms of 

COPD and the benefits of pulmonary rehab. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Reducing Food 

Waste 

Across the entire production and consumption chain, approximately 40% of all 

food in the United States goes to waste. Consumers are responsible for more 

wasted food than grocery stores and restaurants combined, with the average 

American family of four throwing away about of 1,000 pounds of food a year. 

The Reducing Food Waste campaign aims to increase issue awareness and 

encourage Americans to make simple lifestyle changes to help “Save The Food.” 

The campaign’s website SaveTheFood.com shows how meal plans, food storage 

and creative leftover usage can significantly reduce the 20 pounds of food each 

person throws away in a single month.  

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Safe Disposal 

of Opioid 

Medications 

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a 

key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. Many patients 

report not finishing the opioids prescribed to them, and half of people who 

misuse prescription opioids get them from a friend or family member. The 

information in these FDA PSAs acts as a call to action to encourage consumers 



to dispose of these potentially dangerous medications when they are no longer 

needed. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Safe Driving The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), part of the U.S. 

Department of Transportation (DOT), recently produced two safety PSAs as part 

of the Our Roads, Our Safety Campaign. The PSAs are meant to help raise 

awareness among the general driving public about the dangers that exist when 

operating their vehicles around large trucks and buses. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Saving for 

Retirement 

America is facing a looming retirement savings crisis and future generations will 

have a lower standard of living due to financial insecurity. Today, many average 

working households have virtually no retirement savings and many face 

increased burden of debt. People age 50+ are the fastest growing age segment, 

and can expect to pay for a longer retirement. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Shelter Pet 

Adoption 

While every shelter pet is unique – some are playful, some are cuddly – there’s 

one thing they have in common: they’re all pure love. Just ask actresses Olivia 

Munn and Rachel Bloom and NFL athlete Logan Ryan! The three stars share 

what makes their pets unique and talk about the incredible bond between shelter 

pets and parents to encourage adoption nationwide. In addition, discover the 

stories of three everyday shelter pet parents. Meet Ahnya, a girl with Asperger’s 

syndrome, and her cat Lucky, retired Navy veteran Brian and his shelter dog 

Tommy and student Renee and her adorable shelter dog Turtle. Each year, 6-8 

million dogs and cats will enter shelters and rescue groups, yet only half will be 

adopted. This leaves millions of healthy and treatable dogs and cats who still 

need our help to find a home. These new announcements inspire the local 

community to Adopt Pure Love today. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Stroke 

Awareness 

Stroke is the number four killer in this country and is the leading cause of long-

term disability. Immediate emergency medical treatment may greatly reduce 

long-term disability caused by stroke. This campaign aims to educate the public 

about the signs of a stroke and urge them to act quickly at the sudden onset of the 

signs to help prevent the devastating effects caused by stroke. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Student Loan 

Debt 

Borrowing to pay for college is the easy part. Repaying the debt is much harder. 

It involves more than just finding the money for repayment and knowing which 

options are best for you. Your current budget and changes in your future earnings 

and responsibilities also need to be considered. This is why it helps to engage an 

expert for a nominal fee, who can guide you through the complexity of the 

various repayment plans, explain your options under each and take into account 

the full context of your financial circumstances. NFCC® Certified Credit 

Counselors are as fluent in the language of student financing as they are in all 

other areas of personal finance and debt management. When you engage one of 

these experts, your one-on-one counseling session will not only address your 

student debt but leave you with a comprehensive plan for managing all of your 

financial responsibilities. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Support for 

Veterans 

Vet Tix * provides tickets to events which reduce stress, strengthen family 

bonds, build life-long memories and encourage service members and veterans to 

stay engaged with local communities and American life. They support our troops 

by honoring their service and providing positive family and life experiences, 

during and after their years of service to our country. Vet Tix provides tickets to 

all branches of currently-serving Military and Veterans, including immediate 

family of troops KIA. Vet Tix secures tickets to sporting events, concerts, 

performing arts, educational and family activities across the nation. VetTixers 

sign up online. They verify their service. VetTixers request tickets to events that 

interest them, then pay a small delivery fee to receive their free tickets. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Texting and 

Driving 

Prevention 

Texting and driving is dangerous – that is a fact. Americans are highly aware of 

and concerned about the issue. More than nine in ten Americans believe sending 

(94%) and reading (91%) texts while driving is dangerous or very dangerous. 

There have been many efforts to educate and convey the potential consequences 

of texting and driving using scare tactics or preachy messaging. And, while 

research shows that people are convinced that the behavior is dangerous, they are 

still doing it. In order to address the disconnect between awareness and behavior, 

the Texting and Driving Prevention campaign aims to go beyond showing people 

the potential crashes and gruesome end results. Instead, PSAs address the fact 



that individuals are personally engaging in a behavior that they know is 

dangerous and remind young adults 16-34 that no one is special enough to text 

and drive. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Trusted 

Coaches 

The Trusted Coaches program is a comprehensive membership program that 

offers essential training, education and screening necessary for a youth coach via 

a nationwide criminal background check‚ first-aid training, concussion 

instruction and Positive Coaching Alliance Double-Goal Coach® character 

education course. The Trusted Coaches program is delivered exclusively online 

(promoting 100% compliance) and provides the opportunity for a coach to 

complete the program at their own pace in the comfort of their own home. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Type 2 

Diabetes 

Prevention 

More than 1 in 3 American adults have prediabetes and are at high risk of 

developing type 2 diabetes, a serious health condition that can lead to heart attack 

and stroke. Nearly 90% of those 84 million adults with prediabetes don’t even 

know they have it. For them, learning they’re at risk can be a motivation as 

prediabetes can be reversed through small lifestyle changes such as eating a 

healthier diet and getting more physical activity. The new PSA’s aim to raise 

awareness of the 1 in 3 Americans that has prediabetes. Listeners are encouraged 

to visit DoIHavePrediabetes.org where they can take a one-minute risk test to 

know where they stand. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Underage 

Drinking and 

Driving 

Prevention 

For teenagers, it’s hard to see around every corner, but their actions today can 

affect the rest of their lives. Drinking at a party and then driving is a decision 

they’ll never live down. While most teens would shudder at the idea of handing 

over their newfound freedom and choices to law enforcement or their parents, 

they take that risk every time they choose to drink and drive. Despite this, young 

drivers are responsible for 10% of ALL impaired driving fatalities and 1 in 5 

teens that are involved in a fatal car crash had been drinking. These new 

announcements remind young drivers that underage drinking and driving is the 

ultimate party foul. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Water 

Concerns 

Children, especially girls, have no choice. Millions of them must walk miles 

every day for dirty water. But together, we can end their walk…by providing 

clean water – close by. Instead of spending hours walking to get water that makes 

them sick, girls can be in a classroom that expands their minds and moms will 

gain back time to care for their families. Sons and daughters can grow up strong 

– finally free of sicknesses caused by dirty water. When you just add water you 

change a life. World Vision is the largest nongovernmental provider of clean 

water in the developing world, reaching one new person with clean water every 

10 seconds. 

4/1/2019 

through 

6/30/2019 

:30 and 

:60 

Wildfire 

Prevention 

For 75 years, Smokey Bear has been protecting our forests and getting the word 

out about wildfire prevention. His powerful message, “Only you can prevent 

wildfires,” is at the heart of one of America’s longest running PSA campaigns. In 

honor of Smokey Bear’s 75th birthday, celebrities have joined the historic 

campaign, lending their voices to help expand on Smokey’s iconic catchphrase 

and encourage listeners to protect what they love by preventing wildfires. 

 

 

 


